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TubeR takes as input a video clip and directly outputs tubelets: sequences 
of bounding boxes and their action labels. 
TubeR runs end-to-end without person detectors, anchors or proposals.

Our contributions are:
1. TubeR: a tubelet-level transformer framework for action detection.
2. Tubelet query and attention-based formulation is able to generate 
tubelets of arbitrary location and scale.
3. Context aware classification head is able to aggregate short-term and 
long-term contextual information.
4. State-of-the-art results on three challenging action detection datasets.

runs end-to-end without person detectors, anchors or proposals Results visualization, with different colors to label different
tubelets. Each action tubelet contains its action labels and
boxes per frame. We only show the action labels on the first frame
of an action tubelet. Some challenging cases are shown. Top: shot
changes; Middle: actors moving with distance; Bottom: multiple
actors with small and large scales.

Introduction Visualization

Visualizations of challenging cases. 
Top: shot changes; 
Middle: actors moving with distance; 
Bottom: multiple actors with small and large scales.

Visualization of tubelet specific feature with attention rollout.
1. TubeR can generate highly discriminative tubelet-specific features. 
2. Action switch works as expected and initiates/cuts the tubelets. 
3. TubeR generalizes well to scale changes (the brown tubelet).
4. Tubelets are tightly associated with tubelet specific feature.

TubeR Results

Comparison on UCF101-24 and 
JHMDB51-21 with video-mAP. 

With same or comparable backbone: 
TubeR outperforms most of previous 
work with both RGB and two-stream 
inputs.

With stronger backbone: TubeR 
with RGB inoput outperforms 
previous works even with two-
stream inputs. 

Frame-mAP: TubeR also achieves the 
SOTA frame mAP comparing with 
previous works by a large margin.

Comparison on AVA v2.1 validation set. 
Tuber is effective
TubeR outperforms the most recent end-to-end works WOO by 0.9% and VTr by 1.2%. 
TubeR with CSN backbones outperforms the two-stage model with the same backbone by 
+4.4%.

TubeR is efficient
Our TubeR has 8% fewer FLOPs than the most recently end-to-end model WOO and is 4×
more efficient than the two-stage model slowfast with noticeable performance gain. 

Encoder
The TubeR encoder is designed for processing information in the
3D spatio-temporal space.

Decoder
The decoder contains a tubelet-attention module and a cross-
attention (CA) layer which is used to decode the tubelet-specific
feature.

Tubelet Query: We propose to learn a small set of tubelet queries
driven by the video data. TubeR uses a tubelet query to represent
the dynamics of a tubelet, instead of hand-designing 3D anchors.

Tubelet Attention: Consists of a spatial-attention that learns the
relative positional association between bounding boxes on each
frame and a temporal-attention that links boxes for each action
temporally.

Task-Specific Heads
Action switch regression head: The bounding boxes in a tubelet
are simultaneously regressed with an FC layer. The action switch
allows our method to generate action tubelets with a more precise
temporal extent.

Context aware classification head. The classification can be simply 
achieved with a linear projection. We further propose to leverage 
spatio-temporal video context to help video sequence 
understanding.


